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Description

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #94906: Introduce multi record selection to f... Closed 2021-08-16

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #95134: Edit shown fields missing in recordlist Closed 2021-09-07

Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #95156: Remove unused ClipboardComponent JavaScr... Closed 2021-09-08

Associated revisions

Revision 61d4f9ae - 2021-09-02 09:12 - Oliver Bartsch

[FEATURE] Implement multi record selection in recodlist

The multi record selection component, introduced

in #94906, is now added to the recordlist as well.

Since the component is not bound to the clipboard

functionality, this will solve a lot of issues,

editors faced when trying to perform actions for

multiple records at once. For example, it was

previously required to activate the clipboard,

change to a numeric "pad" and to copy records

to this pad, before any action could be performed.

This patch also resolves some smaller bugs related

to clipboard actions and does some code cleanup in

the DatabaseRecordList class as well as in the

corresponding JavaScript module.

Resolves: #95068

Related: #94906

Releases: master

Change-Id: I5bd3120f71cd4043d778f8116b3cf643b6e72064

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70803

Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>

Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Tested-by: Nikita Hovratov <nikita.h@live.de>

Tested-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>

Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Reviewed-by: Nikita Hovratov <nikita.h@live.de>

Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Reviewed-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>

Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Revision a40d9091 - 2021-09-09 09:48 - Oliver Bartsch

[BUGFIX] Restore "Edit shown fields" in recordlist

In single table view, there was previously the option

to edit all shown fields of the listed records.

This option got unintentionally removed in #95068

and is therefore now restored.

Resolves: #95134
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Related: #95068

Releases: master

Change-Id: I65e31907032a164bd1bbad20b5fa154fbb93243a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70954

Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>

Tested-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>

Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

Reviewed-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>

Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

History

#1 - 2021-09-01 16:48 - Oliver Bartsch

- Related to Feature #94906: Introduce multi record selection to filelist added

#2 - 2021-09-01 18:04 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 9 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70803

#3 - 2021-09-02 07:47 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 10 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70803

#4 - 2021-09-02 07:54 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 11 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70803

#5 - 2021-09-02 09:22 - Oliver Bartsch

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 61d4f9ae8df9de48efb8c7b15e291d68ac01cb52.

#6 - 2021-09-07 07:31 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

#7 - 2021-09-07 10:27 - Oliver Bartsch

- Related to Bug #95134: Edit shown fields missing in recordlist added

#8 - 2021-09-08 15:45 - Oliver Bartsch

- Related to Task #95156: Remove unused ClipboardComponent JavaScript module added
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